DOCTORATE NEWS

Université Grenoble Alpes awarded the "Bienvenue en France" label for the quality of its international students' welcome
Committed to a quality process for welcoming international students, Université Grenoble Alpes was awarded the "Bienvenue en France 2 étoiles" label at the end of May 2020, a label issued by Campus France and validated by an independent commission. UGA and its institutions therefore join the list of 89 labeled institutions among the 183 committed to the process. This label is in line with the international attractiveness policy developed by UGA. [+]

2020 Thesis Award: 9 recent PhD graduates honored by UGA
Université Grenoble Alpes has chosen nine Doctors who graduated in 2019 and whose thesis work was judged to be of exceptional quality. Eight academic thesis prizes and one innovation thesis prize were awarded on 19 May 2020. [+]

Coronavirus Covid-19 : Frequently Asked Questions [Updated 06/05/2020]
Find on this page the frequently asked questions by doctoral students about Coronavirus and updated regularly. [+]

Overcoming isolation and loneliness with the PhD Alumni Network!
Our motto "UGA PhD Alumni Network: Counting on others, counting for others" has taken on its full meaning in the current situation. During this period of Covid-19 Coronavirus lockdown, the "inventory of living and study conditions" survey carried out by the Student Life management team that the Doctoral College passed on to PhD students has highlighted the fact that many of you - and in particular international PhD students - are isolated and finding this lockdown a lonely period that is difficult to overcome. The PhD Alumni Network is here to help you find other PhD students and alumni, to create ties, share, overcome this loneliness and show solidarity. [+]

Coronavirus COVID-19 : Informations pour PhD Students [Updated 16/04/2020]
Due to the COVID-19 Coronavirus epidemic, and following the measures announced by the Prime Minister and the Minister of Higher Education, Research and Innovation, teleworking is becoming the rule in universities and all doctoral students are asked to stay at home to limit the risks of contamination. [PhD students, answer the survey!] [+]

DOCTORATE NEWS IN FRENCH

"Bienvenue en France" : l'Université Grenoble Alpes labellisée pour la qualité d'accueil de ses étudiants internationaux
Engagée dans un processus de qualité pour l'accueil des étudiants internationaux, l'Université Grenoble Alpes a reçu le label « Bienvenue en France 2 étoiles » fin mai 2020, label délivré par Campus France et validé par une commission indépendante. L'UGA avec ses établissements-composantes rejoint ainsi la liste des 89 établissements labellisés parmi les 183 engagés dans la démarche. Une labellisation qui s'inscrit dans la politique d'attractivité internationale développée par l'UGA. [+]

Candidater pour de la vacation d'enseignement à l'UGA
L'Université Grenoble Alpes recrute régulièrement des doctorant-es dans ses composantes. Candidatez ! [+]

Prix de thèse 2020 : 9 jeunes docteur.e.s distingué.e.s par l'UGA
L'Université Grenoble Alpes a récompensé neuf docteur.e.s diplômé.e.s en 2019 dont le travail de thèse est jugé d'une qualité exceptionnelle. Huit prix de thèse académiques et un prix de thèse innovation ont été attribués le 19 mai dernier. [+]